
1670BRU

V Force 2.0 Air Hockey

Price: $1,375.00 See Product Details

Local Pick Up & Delivery Lead Time: Arrives in 3 weeks

The table for performance in Air Hockey® since Brunswick invented the game more than 30 years ago

Details

Specifications

The V-Force 2.0 table features dual abacus scorers and exceptional speed of play. Aluminum rails with powder-
coated metal corners accelerate the action. Super slick, scuff-proof "ice" helps keep the table looking sharp
even after hours of intense competition. Now compatible with table tennis conversion top. Some assembly
required.

Exciting table top graphics and logo
Stste of the art imbedded abacus scoring system
Super slick, scuff-proof "ice" provides exceptional play
Cool black mallets are easy to control for precise shots on goal
Durable aluminum rails with powder-coated metal corners
Adjustable leg levelers guarantee a perfectly horizontal playing field
Two mallets and four pucks included with each table kit
Compatible with the CT7 table tennis conversion top - sold separately

Dimensions

https://www.petersbilliards.com/pool-tables/brunswick-table-tennis-conversion-top/
https://www.petersbilliards.com/game-room/1402ct7/


83" L x 30.5" H x 41" W

Weight

220 lbs

Conversion Top & Caddy

CONVERSION TOP

Make two games out of one with the CT8 Table Tennis Conversion Top from Brunswick.

Stylish black color with Brunswick brand.
Top 18mm thick for maximum durability.
Features heavy-duty foam padding on the underside to help prevent damage to your table.
Includes set of two premium paddles, three balls, metal clip-on net and post set.
No place to put your conversion top? Add the space saving conversion top caddy. Ideal for storing the Table
Tennis Conversion Top when not in use!

Dimensions

Playing area 108" x 60"
Each piece 54" x 60"
Box 58" x 64" x 2.5"

Weight: 140 lbs (70lbs per piece)

 

CONVERSION TOP CADDY

This space saving caddy is ideal for storing the Table Tennis Conversion Top when not in use!

Compact storage position makes storing easy.
Ample accessory storage to accommodate a large amount of Table Tennis accessories
Contemporary black finish to blend in with existing furniture.
Sturdy black wheels allowing for easy mobility even over carpet.
Compatible with both the Brunswick T7 Table Tennis Conversion Top and the CT8 Table Tennis Conversion
Top.

Dimensions

33 1/4" L x 16' W x 30" H
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